













Exploring the Language Variation in the Law
MATSUDA Kenjiro
Abstract
Does language variation exist within the law? This paper takes up the ques-
tion, and examined the existing Japanese law with a corpus tool. The language
variation. two alternations between two dierent verb conjugation types (sa-
hen/godan (e.g., zokus-inai/zokus-anai ‘do not belong’) and sahen/kami-ichidan
(e.g., ronz-uru/ronz-iru ‘to discuss’) conjugation pattern) are shown to exist in the
law through an examination of 14 high-frequency verbs. Not only does the vari-
ation exist among dierent laws, it also exists between laws promulgated in the
same year and, furthermore, within the very same law. As such, the result most
eloquently demonstrates that the variation is well below the consciousness of the
lawmakers and bureaucrats, and that language variation can be located even in the
most carefully scripted texts. Some advantages and disadvantages of law texts as
linguistic data are discussed, and the following topics are mentioned for further
study: the need for tracing the revision history, a possibility of fossilization of
an archaic form through a copy-and-paste of the specific phrases in the preceding
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五段化率 (%) 総語数 異なり法令数
適しない～適さない 17.76 214 140
属しない～属さない 15.10 1,099 277
害しない～害さない 8.27 133 77
供しない～供さない 2.80 178 88
有しない～有さない 0.97 3,018 765



















































上一段化率 (%) 総語数 異なり法令数
乗ずる～乗じる 23.95 167 71
通ずる～通じる 18.18 583 125
応ずる～応じる 10.4 1,366 1,075
生ずる～生じる 9.97 6,962 1,494
減ずる～減じる 5.16 310 120
講ずる～講じる 2.83 7,281 1,563
命ずる～命じる 0.47 4,508 1,042
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